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H ouse

of Representatives.

Jan. 31, 1840.

Ordered That so much of the Governor’s Address, as re
lates to the Currency be referred to
,

Messrs. Lincoln, of Worcester,
Goodwin, of Boston,
Winthkop, of W atertown,
Grant, of Salem,
Russell, of Plymouth.

L. S. CUSHING Clerk.
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eommonlufaltt) of itlassadjusetts.

House

of Representatives,

Feb. 4, 1840.

Ordered, That the committee on the Currency, be directed
to consider and report upon the expediency of prohibiting the
banks of this Commonwealth from issuing bills of a less denomination than two dollars after the first day of May next,
three dollars after the first day of May, in the year eighteen
hundred and forty-one, and five dollars after the first day of
May, in the year eighteen hundred and forty-two, with leave
to report by bill or otherwise.

L. S. CUSHING, Clerk.

ftommontotalU) cf

House

of

Representatives, Feb. 27, 1840.

Mr. Stickney, of Salem, is appointed to take the place of
Mr. Russell, of Plymouth, on the Committee on so much of
the Governor’s Address as relates to the Currency.
L. S. CUSHING, Clerk.
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ComwonUjfaUij of

House

of

Representatives, March, 1840.

The Select Committee of the House, to whom were referred so
much of the Governor’s Address, as relates to the currency ;
and an order to consider the expediency of prohibiting the
banks of the Commonwealth from issuing bills of lower denomination than two dollars, after the first day of May next,
—three dollars after the first day of May in the year eighteen hundred forty-one,—and five dollars after the first day
of May, eighteen hundred forty-two
respectfully submit
their

REP O R T
Only one specific proposition is contained in all that portion
of the Address of the Governor submitted to the Committee, or
in the order of the House. This relates to the suppression of
bills of less denomination than five dollars, and this has been
considered with as much diligence as time and circumstances
would allow. The Committee have gone along together in
collecting evidence, hearing testimony, and weighing arguments, and if it has been their misfortune to part, they have
separated only on the termination of their pleasant labors and
discussions. Lest misapprehension should arise, it is proper to
state, that the report accepted by the majority, has not been
approved by the unanimous consent of all the members.
The subjects examined were of wider range and higher importance than the views or interests of any party. Extending
over the business relations and ordinary concerns of life, they
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involved, to no inconsiderable extent, the prosperity of industry
and the welfare of the community. They have been investigated with the sincere disposition to receive truth, wherever it
might be found, and to reject error, even if sanctioned by official endorsement. If the members of the Committee have not
arrived to the same conclusions, the differences of opinion may
be ascribed to the various appearances exhibited by the same
facts when observed from various points, in the employments
and connexions of business.
Massachusetts possesses a currency for the purposes of ordinary circulation, composed of unequal parts of paper and of
specie. The paper portion of low denominations is made up
of about one million and a half of dollars, issued from the one
hundred and eighteen banks of the Commonwealth. Such is
the amount stated in the annual return, as having gone out
from these institutions, in notes under five dollars; although
some part of these bills may have been carried out of the State,
to fill up the circulation in the neighboring country, yet, it is
probable, that nearly the same number may have flowed over
from the neighboring states to supply the vacancy. The specie distributed in silver coins, forming another portion of the
currency of common affairs, although much smaller in the aggregate than the paper part, has, heretofore, been sufficiently
large, except at brief intervals, to supply the wants of business.
Such mixed currency has been well ascertained to be the
best medium of exchange in every day concerns. The idea
of a circulation exclusively of specie, or entirely of paper, however one or the other may have heretofore found friends, is
now scarcely entertained, except by visionary theorists, seduced by the pursuit of favorite systems into impracticable extremes.

This currency, employed in domestic use, as distinguished
from that of foreign exchange, of commerce, or of large trade,
is here of the highest quality of which the medium is susceptible. The paper is immediately convertible into specie ; of the
denominations most convenient for daily wants. If the metallic
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portion is too much reduced in quantity, the deficiency can be
readily supplied from the reservoirs in the vaults of the banks,
without materially affecting their resources, by a drain so small
as would be required for such purpose.
The citizens have been so satisfied and content with the
utility and security, with the quantity and quality of this medium, that no one has asked for any alteration by memorial
or petition to the Legislature. If appeal could be claimed and
carried home to the personal knowledge of every representa-

tive, it would furnish evidence that the confidence in small
notes had not diminished. Even at the conclusion of a protracted session, each one might, perhaps, summon some one or
two dollar bill from his pocket-book to testify that there had
been no danger in the possession, and no difficulty in the transfer of its departed companions, in the country or city ; and that
if any inconvenience had been felt, it was from parting with
the paper too soon, and not from retaining it too long.
It is proposed, that the paper part of the small currency should
be extinguished. The theory of such abolition is by no means
it has been advanced and repeated in many different
times and places. The experiments of its operation would have
no peculiar novelty they have long since been attempted in
neighboring states, but with no such improvement as should

new:

:

induce others to a renewal here of the failures which have been
experienced elsewhere.
In favor of the suppression of small bills, it cannot be denied
that the opinions of many writers may be gathered, and high
authorities may be collected from the officers and legislators of
the state and nation.
In opposition to the policy, stands the experience and every
day practice of an intelligent community. Bills of low denominations are constantly passed from hand to hand, by mechanics, manufacturers, farmers, and merchants. They float as free
as the snow flakes, and every hand is held out to catch as much
as it can grasp of the beneficial shower. If they were found
to be unsafe or inconvenient, they would be instantly rejected ;
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if they were in any way unsuited to the common wants, they
would be refused and must necessarily soon disappear.
The people themselves have ample powers to regulate the
whole matter, independent of legislation. Every man who distrusts the small note may decline to receive it; if it comes into
his possession he can instantly reduce the amount into silver,
by returning it to the counter whence it issued : if he retains
it, it is because he so pleases.
It would be idle to contend, that, at the present time, there
was necessity constraining any individual to receive or to pay
away small bills. While, in the great operations of merchandise, there may be no possibility of avoiding the use of paper,
by reason of the deficiency of specie, to cover the broad expansion of business, there is enough for the redemption of all
low notes. Every bank of the State would redeem such notes
at sight, and every man who chooses, can convert his own
portion of paper less than five dollars, into hard money, whenever he desires to make the change.
Yet such is the condition of things, that fifteen hundred
thousand dollars of paper are retained in common use, which
could be instantly returned to the makers, and exchanged for
coin. The holders having full liberty of choice between gold,
silver, and bills, to the extent of the sums mentioned in the
order, voluntarily take the latter. It would be unjust to the
New England community to believe, that they could not understand or would not pursue their own interests. Yet they
persist, in the face of all the warnings of the vices of small
notes, to treat them as good and safe, and to seek their use
when they could have coin for asking in exchange.
Even in the seasons of alarm, when doubt has pressed heavily
on the general confidence in the stability of our institutions,
and hope has almost yielded to despondency under adverse
circumstances, there has been very little anxiety to change the
small bills of common use for specie. Such inclination may
have prevailed within a narrow circle, and for brief space but
the operation has been temporary and limited, and passed away
:
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with the transient excitement. In the darkest of those gloomy
days, which, within the last seven years have overshadowed
the prosperity of the country, the amount of specie demanded
from the banks for small bills, has been wonderfully low
and the minute quantity withdrawn from their vaults, has been
soon restored. In ordinary times, when no panic has disturbed
the balance of the public mind, those fortunate enough to collect together a few silver dollars, have been desirous to deposit,
the little stock of metal with the banks, and to obtain for them
paper dollars, as lighter and more commodious representatives
of value.
The people, whose collective will is formed by the union of
the several members, by general consent, have approved the
currency, which is disapproved by the address and order. That
will, which includes all the intelligence of the community,”
has vigor to enforce any prohibition or restraint, useful to be
imposed, by its own authority, unaided by executive or Legislative interference. The banks must cease to issue small bills,
whenever that community finds sufficient reasons for refusing
to use them and no long interval will pass, after it shall be
discovered, that such notes are insecure, injurious, or inconvenient, before they will be rejected. There seems to be no
need of establishing a guardianship over common sense, which
can protect itself, or over the people, having full power and discretion to conduct their own private affairs in their own way.
These considerations have induced the majority of the committee to believe, that a statute framed in accordance with the
general recommendation of the address of the governor, and the
particular and detailed proposition of the order of the House,
would be inexpedient, because it would be entirely ineffectual.
Some objections urged by the governor, against laws designed to prevent the purchase of certain deleterious articles of
trade, by prohibiting the sale, seem to apply to any enactment
which should deprive the people of the use of small bills, by
forbidding their issue. “In a government so popular as ours,”
:

“

:
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it is said, laws which run counter to the opinions or interests,
to the prejudices or sober convictions of large portions of the
people, cannot be fully executed.” Useful admonitions are
given, that whenever constraint and legal coercion are called
in aid, even of the best cause, and of the most salutary reformation, they rouse a spirit of independence and resistance,
and a determination not to yield to any interference, supposed
or real, with individual rights, personal habits, or private business,” which will counteract benevolent intentions and render
abortive philanthropic efforts.
Regard then must be had to that evidence of public opinion,
which results from the common consent of the people, and to
the implied declaration of their will in favor of the medium of
common exchange they have so long employed in preference
to another proposed to be substituted by enactment.
If it be true, that a mixed currency of paper and specie is
preferred by the community, in ordinary transactions, the attempt to suppress small bills would be ineffectual. The banks
of Massachusetts may, in accordance with the will of the Legislature, refrain from sending out their notes ; but this would
neither prevent the existence nor the use of such bills. The
hanks of the neighboring states would avail themselves of the
opportunity to supply the public wants, and instead of the
channels of circulation being filled with the precious metals,
the paper of our own solvent and responsible banks withdrawn
from use in conformity with the pleasure of the Legislature,
would be replaced, to some extent, if not entirely, with that of
the banks of other states, less safe and certain, and so remote
that their stability must be taken upon credit, without the assurance of observation or knowledge. While the bills of Massachusetts were withheld from her own citizens, those of Maine.
New Hampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, and Rhode Island,
would be poured over our border with more than the liberality
of neighborly accommodation. Indeed, such supply would be
only a return of former kind offices. Whenever the suspension
of the issue of small bills has been ordered by the Legislature
“

“
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•of those states, Massachusetts has replenished their contracted
currency, and furnished the facilities and conveniences denied
to their inhabitants by their own governments. It would be
against the uniform course of experience, to suppose that any
great and essential change in the habits of men, and the customs of business, will be effected by act of the General Court.
After a law for abolishing one part of the currency should have
been approved by the governor, the condition of affairs would
remain the same as before. The people, who may rightfully demand rigid supervision of the affairs of the banking institutions
for their security, would not acquiesce in any interference with
their unquestionable power to determine for themselves what
they would receive in payment for their sales, or what they
would give for the purchase of the commodities of trade ; nor
agree that the transactions of their business should be subjected
to the direction of any authority. They would still exercise
their own reserved right of using the most convenient medium
of exchange, and if it should be prohibited in one form, they
would adopt another to more enlarged extent.
The Committee cannot share in the apprehensions expressed
by the executive, that there may be any institutions existing
by grants from the Legislature which have already grown too
powerful to be controlled by the laws. Whatever measures
have heretofore been proposed for wholesome reform or for
averting impending evils, have been sustained by a cordial
cooperation on the part of the banks, and by respectful obedience to every just requisition. While it is believed that they
would yield with ready submission to every order of the Representatives, whatever it might be, care should be taken that in
the effort to accomplish future possible good, no present certain
wrong be done.
By the act of 1828, renewing the charters of the oldest and
best conducted banks of the State, the privilege of circulating
bills was granted. By the Revised Statutes, the grant was
confirmed to those institutions then existing, and extended to
others which might be created. The 56th section of the 36th
2
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every bank within this Commonwealth
may issue bills under five dollars, to the amount of one quarter
part of its capital actually paid in, and no more ; but no bank
shall issue bills of a less denomination than one dollar.” The
tax from which is derived the largest part of the revenue of
the State, was doubtless the consideration upon which this and
other privileges were given. While the Committee assent to
the just observation of the address, that “no one will be so
recreant to the honor of the State, as to hesitate to fulfil punctiliously every valid engagement which has been made in its
behalf,” they would be compelled to doubt, unless they were
sustained by some authority of judicial character, as well as of
executive recommendation, whether the Legislature could
rightfully deprive the banks of privileges bestowed on them by
their contracts with the government, and purchased at a high
price of annual payment. The language of the address and
of the order both appear to contemplate some immediate action
of the Legislature in the partial restraint or entire suppression
of a part of that circulation which the banks are by their
charters and by the laws authorized to have. Those laws have
established a-valid engagement which cannot be violated without a breach of good faith.
Nor, if it were possible-in conformity with the obligations of
contracts would it be just or equitable to deprive the banks of
the circulation. For the privilege they pay a large sum to the
government annually. To the banks of the city this right is
of so little consequence that it is only exercised for the convenience of the public and would be freely surrendered. To the
banks of the country it is valuable, and affords the means of
defraying the heavy tax laid upon them. Yet it is not considered necessary, nor is it even suggested by the address, that if
any portion of the rights are taken away which enable these
institutions to defray the heavy assessments imposed upon
them, equity and honesty would require that there should be
an equivalent remission of the tax of one per cent, on the
Capital whose productive capacity was diminished by the Leg
islature.
“

-
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It is less than certain, that the benefits would result from the
suppression of small notes which have been anticipated by the
executive.
It is supposed by the governor that the places of such notes
would be immediately supplied by gold and silver, in the
hands and pockets of the people. It has been already stated,
that a substitute could be obtained from the neighboring
states. In addition to this substitution of a doubtful currency
from such sources for the good one now enjoyed, there would
be an increased issue of bills of our own banks over five dollars to replace to some extent those below that denomination
which would be taken out of circulation, and it could not reasonably be expected that the metallic medium would be increased to any considerable amount.
Again, it is supposed by his excellency that the suppression
of small bills would essentially diminish the danger of bankruptcy. It is difficult to understand how a measure, which, if
fully executed in the spirit of the recommendation would take
away a million and a half of dollars from the resources of the
banks, would increase their solvency. If the appropriate
office of banks be to facilitate the larger exchanges of commerce rather than to furnish a circulating medium for the
smaller payments of business, that office would not be discharged more easily by drawing out a large amount of specie
from their vaults. The precious metals existing in the community in the form of coins are as little available for banking operations as are the large masses manufactured into utensils and
ornaments.
The intrinsic value continues, but the convertible
is
quality
suspended. The coins of common use act for
themselves alone ; they send no representatives to act for
them ; nor do they multiply their own value by a substitution
of paper.
It has been supposed, that these coins may aid the banks in
the seasons of difficulty, by coming in to increase the capital of
commerce. It may be true, that if the minute channels of circulation were filled with specie, the demands made by the banks,
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who are more the creditors than the debtors of the community,
would press out the supplies from the veins of business. Shouldsuch be the effect, the sums drawn from the vaults by the return of the bills, would be restored by the collection of notes,
and the original condition of the financial system would be
restored. While the specie was performing a circuitous journey
from the hand of one dealer to another, round to the place of
its departure, it would work no permanent improvement, and
on its return, it would be no more useful than if it had never
travelled in the circle described by its route.
The suppression of small notes is recommended as the best
of the means for affording security to the people against losses.
It has been estimated, that the total amount of loss by bank
failures within the last thirty years, has been about $650,000.
The suffering occasioned by these disasters, has principally
fallen on the owners of stock, and been averted from the holders of bills. It has not exceeded one-sixth of one per cent,
annually, on the circulation. The results of careful observation
during a long series of years, have shown a remarkable coincidence between the losses which take place in the use of a paper and of a metallic currency. The diminution of the value of
coins by wear, has been estimated by some at one-half per cent,
and by most as exceeding one-sixth of one per cent, so that entire
substitution rvould have been attended with as large aggregate
loss, although it is true, the injury would have been differently distributed.
The losses are not justly chargeable to the account of small
bills entirely if the institutions were embarrassed but solvent,
the whole circulation has been redeemed ; if they were bankrupt, the heaviest sufferings have arisen from the large notes ;
and the holder has been unfortunate in exact proportion to the
amount of the paper in his hands.
The proposed suppression, it is supposed, by the governor,
would afford protection against the evils of a depreciated currency. The “pressures” which occur, do not, spring from the
demands for the redemption of notes of one, two or three dol:
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lars, but from the larger drafts of foreign exchange. Specie is
not drawn away from the banks for domestic, use, but for external employment and remittance. Contractions and expansions are to be referred to the large currency of the merchant,

and the balances of the trade of nations. So far from the small
bills being the occasion of distress, they have been resorted to
for relief. The bank of England, in 1826, was saved from the
impending danger of suspension by the discovery and re-issue
of a quantity of one pound notes, and during the financial difficulties of our own country, the community found alleviation for the distresses occasioned by the restrained circulation
in the use of small notes. When the greatest of all evils has
occurred in America, by an actual suspension of specie payments, the first measure adopted to facilitate resumption, has
been the issue of small notes. That such bills need not occasion suspension of specie payments, has been proved in that
calamitous period which has recently oppressed the business and
productive industry of the country. The banks which have
issued such bills, with few solitary exceptions, have been able
to maintain themselves, in troubled times, while those of states
where the issue of small notes was prohibited, have been compelled to yield their honor in the redemption of their promises,
and to postpone the fulfilment of their obligations.
It is suggested by the governor, that the suppression of small
notes would give stability to manufactures, and contribute, in
union with other equally equivocal means, “to found their
prosperity on a rock.” Heretofore, it has been supposed that
all the departments of industry held close union and mutual
relations to each other. It is not easy to perceive how the peculiar beneficial effects anticipated would be realized to one
branch, by the destruction of a medium convenient and safe in
all the negotiations of the employer and operative, without the
good or the ill being shared by all others.
If the paper currency of Massachusetts is too large for saiety
or convenience, the reduction would better commence by withdrawing the large notes from circulation. The curtailment,
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beginning at that end of the scale, would contract the issues
of the banks more rapidly, and the embarrassment which would
follow would be confined within narrow limits.
But the Committee believe, that the present would be an
inappropriate time for any considerable change. The banks,
just recovering from the dangers and difficulties of a time of
general distress, through which they have sustained their integrity, are more sound and better deserving of public confidence than at any former period. But the community are not
so prosperous as to bear without injury the infliction of new
experiments on their welfare. The wheels of the manufacturers have been stopped, or if their motion continues, it is only
with that retarded speed which may prevent the rust from
gathering over the machinery. The sounds of the hammer
and the saw are scarcely heard and the stir and activity which
have once been exhibited in the cities and villages of New
England have almost disappeared. Rents have declined ; the
value of land and of other property has been diminished ; and
the wages of labor have been reduced. The war against industry, which has been prosecuted by experiments on its capacity to endure misfortunes, has accomplished partially its triumph. The evils, falling first upon the mercantile and commercial employments, have at length reached the farmer and
the mechanic.
Such season of depression, it is believed by the Committee,
is especially unfavorable for the trial of any new experiments
on the business of the community. The amount of paper issued by the banks which would be suppressed, would contract
their loans to equal extent. Although this would not, in ordinary times, be deemed considerable, in the present period, it
would interpose fresh obstacles in the way of the restoration of
:

prosperity.
The author of one of the best of the treatises on foreign currency, in an essay on money and its vicissitudes in value as they
affect national industry and pecuniary contracts, advances principles on this subject, which deserve respect from their, reason-
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ableness, and

states the experience of one instance of change
beyond the waters, which is worthy of consideration.
“No statesman,” he says,
except on the strongest, well
“

considered grounds, should attempt to change the nature or
character of an existing paper currency; except, namely, on
the ground that an alteration is required for the purposes of
attaining or preserving due security, immediate convertibility,
convenient denominations, and the prevention of over issues.”
Tried by this test, the recent alteration in the currency of
England, by which all promissory notes under five pounds
were abolished, can hardly be justified. The only ground on
which the measure of their abolition could be maintained, appears to have been, that while they formed the common retail
currency of the kingdom, the whole currency was far more
liable to contraction and expansion, than if, as the phrase was,
the currency rested on a metallic basis. On this very doubtful proposition, at a peculiarly inappropriate time, an alteration
was carried into effect, which exasperated the evils under
which the industrious classes of the community were already
suffering, checked production, threw a great number of workmen and laborers out of employment, ruined many who were
before struggling against fixed burdens in a falling market;
and in short, occasioned, immediately, one of those vicissitudes
against which the professed object of its author was to guard.
However some may doubt the advantages of an increase of the
currency, no one can deny the ruinous effects of a decrease.
Even if the doctrine had been unquestionably correct, to act
upon it at a period so peculiarly unpropitious, was any thing but
“

sound and enlightened policy.”
But to render the evils of the suppression more tolerable, it
is proposed by the order that the reduction shall be gradual and
effected by a regular annual diminution. Some of the most
intelligent of the bankers of Massachusetts, while they have
expressed the opinion, that the extinction of this small currency
would be impracticable so long as paper could flow in from
other states, have concurred in considering the graduation as
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The amount of circulation within the terms of
the order is such, that if it must be destroyed, it may be abolished by one act without greater ultimate injury than if reduced by successive operations. The public would endure less
suffering if the whole member of credit were cut off by one
strong blow, than if it should be severed by the slow torture of
cutting away one part after another.
A law which should prevent the use of small bills, would establish a different currency for those engaged in the different
employments of society. The rich man could continue to use
paper or specie at his pleasure. The poor man who did not
possess more than five dollars, would be prohibited from the use
of a paper medium. One class would enjoy the convenience
afforded by bills in the transaction of business ; another class,
less favored by the gifts of fortune and the acquisitions of enterprise and industry, would be precluded from the facilities allowed to others in their dealing. Such would be the effect although not the object of this legislation.
In the other New England states, laws have from time to
time been enacted to prevent the circulation of small notes,
but they have uniformly proved to be so entirely ineffectual,
and so inconvenient, that they have soon been suspended or

unnecessary.

repealed.
The policy was once adopted in this Commonwealth and
after deliberate trial was abandoned. The charter of the Massachusetts bank established in 1792, contained the provision
that no bills should be emitted of less denomination than five
dollars ; similar limitation was imposed in the incorporation of
other of the early banks. The act of 1802 provided that “no
person shall pay or receive in discharge of any contract or bargain, or for any valuable consideration whatever, any bill issued
by any bank or banking company, other than the Bank of the
United States, or the several banks of this Commonwealth, of
a less denomination than five dollars,” under a penalty of four
dollars. In 1805, all the banks incorporated under the authority of the Legislature of Massachusetts were authorized to
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issue bills of one,

two and three dollars, to the amount of five
on their actual capital. By the legislation of succeeding years, the maximum was raised, until it arrived to that
freedom ot circulation which has long prevailed. And now it
is proposed to retrace those steps in the advance of financial
improvement which have been made during half a century,
and to revive the policy which was abandoned from experience
of its inutility.
The Committee must hasten to a conclusion, almost before

per

cent,

entering on the vast field of their labors. It would be impossible to examine thoroughly within the reasonable limits of a
report, even that small division to be surveyed under the direction of the order. They have contented themselves with presenting some of the most obvious views without entering into
explorations which belongs to the financier or the banker.
The general sentiments expressed in the address of his excellency, on the subject of the currency are neither new nor
peculiar. They have long been familiar to the public ; and
have been discussed, until argument and illustration have been
nearly exhausted. The Committee have not felt desirous of
repeating the volumes which have been already spoken and
written upon the currency, or of forming another volume by
entering upon investigations which are almost boundless in
extent. Most of the remarks in the address, connected With
this subject, directly relate to the banks and to banking, and
appropriately belong to another committee.
The majority have arrived to the conclusion, that it would
be inexpedient, at present, to prohibit the issue or use of bills
of low denominations. No other measure has been proposed
by address or order for the reformation of the currency ; nor
has any occurred to the Committee which promised such practical advantages as to recpiire the immediate attention or action
of the

Legislature.

All which is respectfully submitted
WILLIAM LINCOLN.
3
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[The following Resolves were submitted by Mr. Winthrop, of Watertown,
on behalf of a minority of the Committee.

eommontocaltij of JHasßartmaittß.

In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Forty.

RESOLVES
In relation to the Currency.

Whereas, Credit is inseparable from the business relations of
the community, and no system of credit can maintain confidence or promote prosperity, unless it is founded on the certain
and prompt fulfilment of engagements, and
Whereas, Our existing banking system has departed widely
from the original basis on which it was established in the early
charters granted to incorporations in this Commonwealth,
which constituted mere lending and not borrowing institutions,
and strictly enforced the provision that no money should be
loaned, or discount made, or bills be issued by a bank, until
the capital actually paid in, and existing in gold and silver in
its vaults, and intended therein to remain, should amount to
one half the capital of the bank, and which also recognized
the principle of not exceeding the proportion of two to one
between issues and coin, and
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Whereas, The circulation of bank

notes merely representing
inconvertible property or credit, and not convertible money,
has taken the place of bills actually representing specie, and
has almost entirely excluded the constitutional currency, so as
to render credit and not money the measure of the value of
property and productive labor ; thereby producing constantly
recurring fluctuations and derangements, and
Whereas, It is an imperative duty of the Legislature of this
State, and indispensable to safe interchanges in the business
relations between all the states of the Union, so to reform the
paper currency, as to save the active industry of the country
from the devouring vortex of periodical disasters, which tend
to the destruction of all sound credit, and which fall most
heavily upon those who share the least in the profits, and suffer
most of the losses incident to the expansions, contractions, and
explosions of this ideal credit system. Therefore,
Resolved, That the only healthy and safe currency, is a
circulating medium consisting of gold and silver, and paper actually and not hypothetically redeemable at sight in these metals, and uniformily of equal value.
Resolved, That it is the duty of the Legislature not merely
to preserve its faith to the banks, but to insure, at all times, the
observance of their faith to the public, by invariably enforcing
the obligation of their contracts as rigidly as the obligations
between individuals are enforced by standing laws.
Resolved, That confidence in the paper medium furnished
by the banks can be restored and maintained, only by enlarging the actual specie basis, and that the relative proportion

which the returns of all the banks in this Commonwealth now
show, of one dollar in specie to about fourteen in bills and deposits, is neither in accordance with the obligations of these
corporations under existing general laws, nor wholesome to
sound credit and prosperous industry, and safe for the people.
Resolved, That an immediate return to a metallic currency,
so far as to rectify the present system of paper currency, and
prevent its pernicious influences, is a dictate of sound policy,
and a high and imperative duty to the people.
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Resolved, That this can be accomplished only by bringing
permanently into circulation a much larger proportion of specie
than is now supplied, and this enlargement can be effected
only by substituting in the place of a considerable portion of
the paper of the banks, gold and silver in the hands and in the
pockets of the people.
Resolved, That the most ready and least objectionable mode
of producing this result, so indispensable to a safe credit system, and to the preservation of sound banks, is the suppression
of small bills, and until this salutary measure of reform is
adopted, and becomes to a great extent general, it will be impossible to substitute specie for paper, or to give to paper a just
relative value to specie.
Resolved, That the relations of business between the different states of the Union, and the great extent of their severally
independent control over their local currency, render a concert
of action highly desirable, in giving stability to that currency
by an uniform and gradual suppression of small bills ; and we
earnestly solicit co-operation in this measure by our sister
states, and especially by the other New England states.
Resolved, That these resolves be referred to the next General Court, and that His Excellency the Governor be requested
to transmit copies of the same to the executives of the several
states, to be laid before their respective legislatures.

